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Fintech Cheat Sheets
An Overview of Fintech Trends in 
9 Key Areas of Financial Services

Lending And Finance

Payments And Currency Exchange

Personal Finance/Treasury Management

Banking And Banking Infrastructure

Business Tools And Information Provision

Capital Markets 

Private Fundraising

Insurance

Regulation And Risk Management

www.fintechsaudi.com
https://twitter.com/FintechSaudi


A lender provides a loan to a borrower for a certain period of time during which 
the lender charges the borrower interest. The loan maybe secured against an 
asset (e.g. property for mortgage) or maybe unsecured.

Historically lending has been carried out by banks that use money from savers 
to lend out to borrowers. Fintech lending solutions can either make the existing 
process of lending more efficient or create new business models through which 
borrowers and lenders can interact directly. 

Cheaper borrowing cost
Better returns for lenders
More accurate credit assessment 
Reduce the cost of managing loans
Ability to lend smaller amounts
Ability to lend to people on lower 
income/ higher risk
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IMPACT OF FINTECH

Activities related to lending and 
finance are regulated by SAMA. 

CURRENT REGULATION
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McKinsey Article
“The Lending Revolution” 
(https://mck.co/ YKoRg)

KPMG Report
“Peer to Peer Lending”

Accenture Report 
“Fintech Lending”
(https://accntu.re/2JvGuck) (https://bit.ly/ RPTTb) 

Loan processing fintech solutions speed 
up and reduce the cost of loan 
processing and monitoring. This could 
be through using technology to 
automate the loan process, create 
better data structures to manage the 
information required for the loan 
application or using transactional data 
combined with machine learning to 
predict when a borrower is likely to go 
into default before they do.

Credit scoring fintech solutions either 
speed up the credit scoring process, 
provide a more accurate credit score 
through the use of alternative data (e.g. 
social media data) or provide 
consumers with the ability to access 
their credit score and undertake 
activities to improve it. 

Fintech solutions that enable lenders to 
provide loans to borrowers directly 
through a platform. This may involve a 
number of unrelated lenders coming 
together to provide a loan to a 
borrower. 

LOAN
PROCESSING 

CREDIT
 SCORING

PEER TO PEER LENDING
/ CROWDLENDING 
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www.creditkarma.com


Payment is the transfer of funds from one entity 
(individual or company) to another in exchange for 
goods or services. Currency exchange relates to the 
transfer of funds into a different currency. Fintech 
solutions operating in this area are either creating 
new payment business models or improving the 
existing payments and currency exchange systems.

Cheaper payments
Faster payments
Enable smaller companies 
to accept digital payments
Support the development 
of a cashless society
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BNY Mellon Report
“Innovation in Payments”
(https://bny.mn/˜°fAMmX)

Capgemini Article
“Payment Trends”
(https://bit.ly/2NltgA7)    

IMPACT OF FINTECH

Activities related to payments 
and currency exchange are 
regulated by SAMA. 

CURRENT REGULATION
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Mobile Wallets / 
E-Wallets allow
individuals to store funds
on a  wallet that
is usually an app in a
mobile device. The
individuals can top up
e-wallets with funds and
then use the e-wallet as 
a type of storage or to 
make payments.

MOBILE
/ E-WALLETS 

Payment Gateways 
support online and offline 
retailers take non-cash 
payments such as debit 
card and credit card 
payments. They provide an 
interface between the 
customer and the retailer 
and usually work with 
partner banks that process 
the payments. This reduces 
the reliance on retailers 
having to accept cash.

PAYMENT
 GATEWAYS

Payment management 
solutions is a broad area 
related to the automation 
of payment activities that 
may have previously had 
to be carried out 
manually. This could 
include automating 
regular monthly 
payments (e.g. a regular 
bill) or paying a large 
number of individuals at 
the same time.

PAYMENT
MANAGEMENT 

Peer to peer payment solutions 
provide a platform that enable an 
individual to make a payment to 
another individual easily, cheaply 
or quickly. This could be through 
banks or through a distributed 
ledger that allows payments to be 
made without banks being 
involved in the transaction. The 
transfer could occur domestically 
or internationally and in the same 
currency or as a currency 
exchange.

PEER TO PEER PAYMENTS
 / MONEY TRANSFER

Fintechs developing 
payment infrastructure 
solutions are involved in 
making the existing 
processing of payments 
faster, cheaper and 
easier. They usually work 
with existing payment 
processors to help 
improve their solutions. 

PAYMENT
INFRASTRUCTURE 
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Personal finance / treasury management relates to the management of savings 
that individuals and companies may have. Fintechs operating in this area 
support companies and individuals to: 

1. Budget / Save: Better understand how much money they have saved, where
they saved it, what returns they are receiving on their saving and provide ways
to save more

2. Invest: How they could invest the money better to provide a better return for 
the company / individual

If customers have investment products 
/ bank accounts with a number of 
different providers, customer 
aggregation fintechs can help 
aggregate customers financial 
information in one place to help users 
manage their money better. 

Intelligent cash management fintechs are involved in the 
management of cash. Solutions focused on companies 
may support the company's treasury functions with 
making investments, improving working capital 
management, invoice management etc. 

Solutions focused on individuals this may involve 
supporting clients to understand their expenditure,
how much money they can afford to save and then 
recommending saving / investment products. 

Fintech saving tools support individuals to save 
more. Example business models include apps 
that enable users to save for specific items or 
tools that round up payments made with the 
difference being put into a savings account.
Fintech saving tools support individuals to save 
more. Example business models include apps 
that enable users to save for specific items or 
tools that round up payments made with the 
difference being put into a savings account.

Individuals and companies have 
a better understanding of their 
overall cash balance 
Individuals and companies can 
manage their cash better and get 
a better return on their savings
Increase overall levels of savings
More and cheaper investment 
options
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CUSTOMER ACCOUNT
AGGREGATORS

INTELLIGENT CASH
 MANAGEMENT

SAVING TOOLS

IMPACT OF FINTECH

Activities related to investment 
are regulated by CMA. 

Activities related to cash 
management and savings are 
regulated by SAMA. 

CURRENT REGULATION

FT Partners Report 
“Wealthtech” 
(https://bit.ly/349lYWM) 

EY  Report 
“Treasury Management”

BBVA Article 
“What is Wealthtech” 
(https://bbva.info/2Npu5Yn) (https://go.ey.com/376Ho80)
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Banking and banking infrastructure is related to the operations of banks. 
Fintechs operating in this space are either involved in:

1. Banking: Operating as challenger / digital banks that provide banking services
(lending, savings, currency exchange etc.) to clients and compete with
established banks.
2. Banking Infrastructure: Fintechs that provide solutions to banks to help them
improve efficiency, reduce costs or increase revenue etc. Banks may suffer from
legacy systems and banking infrastructure fintechs can help overcome some of
these legacy issues.

Fintechs that operate as neo-banks/ challenger 
banks are focused on providing fully 
digital/branchless banking solutions. The main 
advantage challenger banks have over 

 banks is that they do not have 
legacy systems and legacy processes. They can 
therefore use technology to automate many of 
their processes and first principles thinking to 
provide customers with a better experience. 
This therefore allows them to develop faster, 
more personalized and often cheaper solutions 
for customers.

Fintechs that provide Application Programming 
Interfaces (APIs) create a bridge between banks or 
between banks and third parties (such as fintechs) to 
allow the systems of the respective parties to talk to 
each other. Third parties may want to do this to access 
bank data to include it as part of their solution (e.g. a 
house buyer website providing mortgage information) 
or they may want to access customer information held 
by the bank to provide the customers with a more 
personalized service. Banks may want to provide a 
""white labelled"" solution to their customers which is 
powered by a fintech and connected through an API.

Fintechs operating in this area provide 
services to banks to help them either 
reduce costs, increase efficiency or 
increase revenue. Examples include 
chatbots that may help improve 
customer service or software that 
helps automate back office functions. 

More efficient banks 
More choice for customers 
at a lower cost
More personalized solutions 
for customers
More collaboration between 
fintechs and banks
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CHALLENGER / NEO-BANKS API PROVIDERS
BANKING OPERATIONAL

IMPROVEMENTS 

IMPACT OF FINTECH

CURRENT REGULATION

KPMG 
“Challenger Banks”
(https://bit.ly/2WnPk0U) 

McKinsey
 “Fintech Overview”
 (https://mck.co/2Jt4JYA)   
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Activities related to banking are 
regulated by SAMA. However if the 
solutions are provided to banks, 
they will not  be regulated directly 
by SAMA as the banks using
solutions will be responsible

 the 
 for 

ensuring regulatory compliance.

https://twitter.com/fintechsaudi
https://www.antfin.com/
https://www.revolut.com/
https://ripple.com/
https://symphony.com/
https://plaid.com/


Business tools are solutions that help companies manage their business 
activities better. Fintech solutions involved in this area use technology to 
provide cheaper, faster and more personalized solutions to businesses. In 
particular they may cater to SMEs that may not have previously been able 
to access such services. 
Information provision relates to providing customers information that 
enables them to make better financial decisions such as providing a 
comparison between different banking products or providing analysis on 
particular investment opportunities. Fintechs operating in this area are 
able to use technology and new business models to automate the 
provision of information or gather better information. 

Lower cost of doing business
Increase customer security
More choice for customers
Provide more personalized 
recommendations
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 (https://accntu.re/2BUv8KQ)   
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Fintechs developing 
business operation tools 
help companies to reduce 
their costs, save time and 
manage their businesses 
better. Examples of 
business operation tool 
areas include payroll 
management, managing 
employee expenses, 
automating accounting 
functions, automating VAT 
returns etc. 

BUSINESS
OPERATION TOOLS 

Cybersecurity solutions 
are involved in 
protecting client's IT 
systems against cyber 
hacking, data breaches, 
etc. Examples include 
anti-virus software, 
monitoring cyber attack 
incidents and tools that 
identify suspicious 
communication. 

CYBERSECURITY

Data management fintech 
solutions help businesses 
to better organize and 
maintain their data. This 
could include making it 
easier to access data across 
the business, structure the 
data so it can be integrated 
into different products or 
improve the quality of the 
data recorded.

DATA MANAGEMENT
& ANALYTICS

Market place aggregators 
consist of fintech solutions 
that aggregate 
information on different 
financial products (e.g. 
savings accounts, 
mortgage products, credit 
cards etc.) into a tool that 
customers can use to find 
the best products to meet 
their requirements.

MARKET PLACE
AGGREGATORS 

Research in financial services 
ranges from providing education 
on an area of financial services 
or analysis to support investors 
make investment decisions. 
Fintech solutions operating in 
this area can use technology to 
automate the provision of 
research or create new business 
models such as platforms that 
support peer to peer research / 
crowd knowledge.

RESEARCH
PROVIDERS  

Hokodo Report 
“Future of Accounting” 
(https://bit.ly/2BUsMM0) 

GoCardless Report 
“Fintech for Accountants” 
(https://bit.ly/32YIMID)

Accenture
Cybersecurity Blog 
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Even if the fintech solution does 
not involve any regulated activities 
under either SAMA or CMA, the 
solution will still need to comply 
with regulations set by other 
regulators in the Kingdom such as 
MCIT, MoC and Mol. This includes 
compliance with the cyber security 
laws and regulations related to the 
use of data.

https://twitter.com/fintechsaudi
https://gusto.com/
https://www.dataminr.com/
https://www.tanium.com/
https://www.confluent.io/


Capital markets is a broad term used to 
describe the part of a financial services 
industry involved with raising capital through 
dealing in shares, bonds, and tradable 
investments. Fintechs operating in this area 
focus on improving different parts of the 
capital markets including listing of 
companies, investment execution, trading, 
investment advisory services etc. 

Fintechs operating in this area use technology to 
improve the efficiency of the capital market 
operations. Examples include tools that 
automate part of the listing process or tools that 
enabling trades to be executed faster.

Investment brokering fintech solutions use 
technology or new business models to 
make it easier, cheaper or faster for 
investors to purchase securities. Examples 
include mobile apps that allows investors 
to purchase stocks quickly or tools that 
gamify stock market investment. The 
fintech solutions may provide access to 
individuals that previously were not able to 
invest in the stock market. 

Fintech companies involved in this space 
use technology to develop innovative 
trading models. Examples include 
robo-advisory that uses automated 
algorithms (with little or no human 
intervention) to invest in the capital 
markets or social trading models where 
investors can observe investment 
behavior of peers and follow their 
investment strategies.

Easier and cheaper to invest in 
capital markets
Making the capital markets more 
efficient 
Opens investment in the capital 
markets to individuals that were 
not previously able to access it
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CAPITAL MARKETS

EY Report
“Capital Markets Innovation”
(https://go.ey.com/2pnAefU) 

Deloitte Article
“Robo-advisors”
(https://bit.ly/2pnAprA) 

CAIA Report
“Future of Capital Markets”
(https://bit.ly/2vfeˆTo) 
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Activities related to capital 
markets  are regulated by CMA 
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Private fundraising is a term related to private 
businesses or projects raising funds to support 
their operations. Historically such companies 
had to employ an advisor that approaches 
investors on their behalf. However fintechs 
have developed new business models that 
allow companies to raise funds faster and 
cheaper whilst making such investment 
opportunities accessible to more individuals. 

Equity crowdfunding fintech 
platforms allow investors to invest
a relatively small amount of money 
into private companies that are 
listed on the platform in exchange 
for equity in the companies. The 
platforms enable the private 
companies to aggregate the funds 
raised from a large pool of investors.

Reward based crowdfunding platforms 
enable individuals to donate relatively 
small amounts of money to companies or 
projects in return for non-equity based 
rewards (e.g. funding the development of 
a new toy in exchange for receiving one of 
the first toys that are produced). This is 
often compared to e-commerce as it can 
be used by  companies to forward sell new 
to fund the development of the products. 
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EQUITY
CROWDFUNDING 

REWARDS
BASED CROWDFUNDING

ASSET BACKED
TOKENIZATION 

IMPACT OF FINTECH

Equity crowdfunding is an activity 
regulated by CMA.Asset backed 
tokenization is regulated in Saudi 
Arabia by SAMA and CMA. 
Reward based crowdfunding 
platforms are regulated by MoC 
whilst their financial activities are 
supervised by SAMA. 

CURRENT REGULATION
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Provide individuals 
access to investments 
opportunities that they were 
not previously able to access 
Companies can raise smaller 
amount of funds
Cost of fundraising is lower 
Fundraising maybe faster
Supports innovation and 
entrepreneurship 

Hyperbridge 
“Future of Crowdfunding” 
(https://bit.ly/2JteeXB) 

Entrepreneur Article
“Invest and Raise Capital”
(https://bit.ly/349k7kP) 

PRIVATE
FUNDRAISING
PRIVATE
FUNDRAISING

FINTECH CHEAT SHEET
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Asset backed tokenization is a relatively new area 
of development where investors can purchase 

 estate project, “tokens” in a project (such as a real
infrastructure project or a company) to help fund 
the project. The owners of the project release 
tokens in the project and investors can purchase 
the tokens to fund the project. Tokens may also 
be tradeable on a private exchange to allow 
investors to buy and sell tokens. However tokens 

 allow investors to have any control do not tend to
 project funded. or ownership of the

https://twitter.com/fintechsaudi
https://www.seedrs.com/
https://circleup.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/


Insurance is where an individual or company receives financial protection or 
reimbursements from an insurance company against risks / losses they may 
face (e.g. a health insurance company may provide health insurance to an 
individual for which the individual would pay a premium to the health 
insurance company. If the individual requires medical treatment, the health 
insurance company would cover the cost of the medical treatment.) 

Fintech solutions operating in the insurance industry (also referred to as 
insurtech solutions) use technology and new business models to drive 
innovation in insurance. 

More accurate insurance pricing
More insurance choice
More efficient insurance companies 
resulting in lower costs for customers
Provide individuals and companies 
access to insurance they were not 
previously able to access
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IMPACT OF FINTECH

Activities related to insurance are 
regulated by SAMA.

CURRENT REGULATION
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Full stack insurtech companies 
provide their own digital 
insurance solutions competing 
directly with existing insurance 
companies.  The main advantage 
full stack insurtech companies 
have over established insurance 
companies is that they do not  
have legacy systems and 
processes. This therefore allows 
them to develop faster, cheaper 
and more personalized solutions 
for customers. 

FULL STACK
INSURER 

Telematics insurance solutions 
use data to develop a better 
understanding of the client and 
assess the risk of them making a 
claim. This provides a more 
accurate pricing of insurance. For 
example car insurance providers 
may ask drivers to add a sensor 
in their car to collect data on 
their driving performance and 
use this to provide a more 
accurate quote based on how 
well the customer is driving. 

TELEMATICS
INSURANCE

Insurance market place 
aggregators are involved 
in aggregating 
information on insurance 
products from different 
insurance providers into a 
tool that customers can 
use to find the best 
products based on their 
requirements.

INSURANCE
MARKETPLACE
AGGREGATORS

Peer to peer insurtech 
solutions enable 
individuals to come 
together to form a group 
and apply for insurance as 
a group. The insurer will 
insure the entire group and 
the cost of the premium 
will be divided between all 
individuals. This may result 
in lower premiums than if 
each individual went to the 
insurer directly.

PEER TO PEER
INSURANCE

Fintechs operating in 
this area provide 
services to insurance 
companies to help 
them either reduce 
costs, increase 
efficiency or increase 
revenue. Examples 
include customer 
service chatbots or 
use of blockchain to 
automate the pay-out 
of claims. 

INSURANCE
OPERATIONAL

IMPROVEMENTS

Capgemini Report
“World Insurtech”
(https://bit.ly/36hoxrO) 

McKinsey Article
“Insurance 2030”
(https://mck.co/2WpompM) 

Accenture Report
“Technology in Insurance”
(https://accntu.re/2oxgOF2
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Regulation and risk management covers activities related to identifying, 
evaluating and mitigating risks in the financial services industry. These include 
solutions that help financial services companies manage their operational risks 
and improve their regulatory compliance as well as solutions that help 
regulators to better supervise and monitor companies that they are regulating. 

Fintech solutions operating in this area use technology and new business 
models to reduce the cost, improve the speed or improve the accuracy of 
regulation and risk management. D
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IMPACT OF FINTECH

If the fintech solutions are being 
provided to regulated entities, they 
will not be regulated directly by 
SAMA or CMA as the regulated 
entity using the solution will need 
to ensure the solution complies 
with all regulatory requirements.

CURRENT REGULATION
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Easier for financial institutions 
to comply with regulation
Easier for regulators to supervise 
regulated financial companies
Better regulated financial 
institutions

Fintech solutions that support 
financial institutions to better 
manage their customer risks in 
areas such as fraud monitoring 
and credit risk. They may use 
tools such as machine learning 
to more accurately identify 
potential fraud or predict when 
a customer is likely to become a 
credit risk.

CUSTOMER RISK
MANAGEMENT

Customer Onboarding fintech 
solutions support financial 
institutions to speed up or 
improve the process of customer 
onboarding. This could include 
automating parts of the process, 
using alternative methods to 
collect customer information or 
using alternative data sources to 
verify the customer identity.  

CUSTOMER
ONBOARDING

Regtech solutions enable 
regulated financial 
companies to comply with 
regulation locally and 
internationally. Examples 
include solutions that help 
financial companies to 
automate their responses to 
regulators or services that 
keep up to date on the latest 
regulation changes and 
requirements. 

REGULATION
TECH (REGTECH)

Suptech solutions enable 
regulators to better supervise 
and monitor companies that 
they are regulating. Suptech 
solutions could help 
regulators to automate parts 
of the authorization 
processes, speed up the 
responses to requests from 
financial companies or use 
machine learning to identify 
non-compliance.

SUPERVISION
TECH (SUPTECH)

KPMG Report
“Regtech Revolution”
(https://bit.ly/2Nlij1f) 

EY Report 
“Regtech”
(https://go.ey.com/31KQQNz) 

FSI Report
“Suptech”
(https://bit.ly/˜° gA60B)  
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FINTECH INDUSTRY
MAP IN SAUDI ARABIA

Payments And Currency Exchange

Lending And Finance

Business Tools And Information Provision

Capital Markets Insurance Banking & Banking
Infrastructure

Personal Finance  /
Treasury Management

Private Fundraising

The Fintech Map Will Be Updated Quarterly

www.fintechsaudi.com
https://twitter.com/FintechSaudi
https://www.paytabs.com/en/
https://azim.sa/
https://moyasar.com/en/
https://www.sure.com.sa/
https://geidea.net/
www.xpay.com.sa/
https://www.foodics.com/ar
http://www.skyband.com.sa/english/whatisskybandoverview.php
https://urway.sa/en/
https://www.network.ae/en
brightware.com.sa/
https://www.bayanpay.sa/index_ar.html
https://www.tap.company/
https://dci.sa/ar/
https://codelab.sa/
https://www.halalah.sa/en
www.maalem.com.sa/
https://tamam.life/
https://www.nayifat.com/
www.lendoapp.com/
https://tammwel.com/
https://forus.cc/
https://www.raqamyah.com/
https://sulfah.com/
https://www.qoyod.com/en/
https://www.flexxpay.com/
www.creditly.sa/
https://www.directfn.com/
http://rasmal.io/
https://www.haseedinvest.com/
https://wahedinvest.com/
https://www.scopeer.com/
https://www.manafa.co/
https://hakbah.com/
https://circlys.com/
https://taskeer.co/
https://www.bcare.com.sa/?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
https://www.tameeni.com/ar
www.ateon.net/
https://www.smartstream-stp.com/
https://stcpay.com.sa/en/
https://telr.com/sa-en/
https://www.marnpos.com/
https://www.alraedah.finance/
https://www.hyperpay.com/
http://www.nadharah.com.sa/



